
lockable StainleSS Steel encloSure to Suit tMVS

function and features

SS ENCLOSURE
FOR CALEFFI TMV
15MM - 25MM

	304SS construction 
The enclosure is of robust 304SS construction 
and made in Australia.

	Bevelled edge lid 
A small bevel on edge provides a tighter and 
more flush finish on the wall.

	Adjustable depth 
The SS lid allows for up to 15mm depth 
adjustment for various wall finishes.

	TMV or Temp Valve 
All 15mm and 20mm configurations are 
available in either a TMV or tempering valve.

	Identification Label 
A self embossing foil tag is included inside the 
box to make valve numbering quick and easy.

	TMV Thermal Disinfection 
15mm & 20mm TMVs feature a temperature 
override function for thermal disinfection.

NEW INTEGRATED THERMAL
DISINFECTION FUNCTION 
STANDARD ON 15-20MM TMV’S
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WE RESERVE ThE RIghT TO ChANgE OUR pROdUCTS ANd ThEIR RELEVANT 
TEChNICAL dATA, CONTAINEd IN ThIS pUbLICATION, AT ANy TIME ANd 

WIThOUT pRIOR NOTICE.
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caleffi is a leader in the production of thermostatic mixing valves and an expert supplier of state-of-the-art plumbing solutions. 
the caleffi 2522tMf series tMVs have been specifically developed for the australian market and the entire range is both 
Watermarked to as/nZs4032.1, as well as being approved by nsW Health for use in healthcare applications. 

caleffi has a total commitment to quality at every level of the production process. each caleffi tMV is factory tested and exceeds 
the requirements of australian standards, giving you complete peace of mind with every caleffi tMV installed.

the stainless steel enclosures are made in australia and the various valve configurations are assembled by all Valve industries at 
their warehouse in sydney. the standard configurations below are kept in stock and are available for immediate delivery.

ENCLOSURE OpTIONSCUSTOM CONFIgURATIONS

siZe code

15MM SSTMF-15B

20MM SSTMF-20B

25MM SSTMF-25B*

3 pipe bottoM entry 3 pipe top entry

300 X 300 X 70MM300 X 300 X 70MM

siZe code

15MM SSTMF-BPC-15B

20MM SSTMF-BPC-20B

4 pipe bottoM entry 4 pipe top entry

350 X 350 X 70MM350 X 350 X 70MM

CONFIgURATIONS; VALVE CONTROL gROUpS

Hinged lid

* 25mm valve supplied in 400 x 350mm enclosure

Please speak to our sales engineers for any custom configurations 
that you may require. all Valve industries has worked extensively with 
clients and consultants to offer solutions for specialised valve control 
groups for numerous projects.

some of these specialised configurations may include multiple cold or 
hot water bypasses, pressure control valves, water meters, solenoid 
control valves or temperature sensors. We have the expertise and 
range of products to meet your needs.

in addition, several different sized boxes and all the necessary 
components are kept in stock, which enables us to supply some of the 
more common ‘custom’ configurations within a very short lead time.

anti-tamper lid optionsPowder coating

siZe code

15MM SSTMF-15T

20MM SSTMF-20T

siZe code

15MM SSTMF-BPC-15T

20MM SSTMF-BPC-20T


